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Understanding the role of fascia in healthy movement and postural distortion is of vital importance to

bodyworkers and movement therapists. Anatomy Trains: Myofascial Meridians for Manual and

Movement Therapists presents a unique â€˜whole systemsâ€™ view of myofascial/locomotor

anatomy in which the bodywide connections among the muscles within the fascial net are described

in detail for the first time. Using the metaphor of railway or train lines, Myers explains how patterns

of strain communicate through the myofascial â€˜webbingâ€™, contributing to postural compensation

and movement stability. Written in a style that makes it easy to understand and apply, Anatomy

Trains provides an accessible and comprehensive explanation of the anatomy and function of the

myofascial system in the body. The DVD ROM in the back of the book contains video of techniques,

Anatomy Trains-based dissections and computer animations of the myofascial meridian

lines.includes full-colour illustrations of 11 myofascial meridians and the rules for discovering other

meridiansâ€¢ uses numerous full colour charts and drawings to detail the muscular and fascial

structures involved in the meridiansâ€¢ presents information on assessment of structural and

movement patterns and gives related application to manual therapy and movement educationâ€¢

provides a selection of techniques from the library of structural integrationâ€¢ includes an

introduction to the fascial system as a whole, with points-of-view and the latest research findings on

the fascial systemâ€™s responsesâ€¢ offers a fun approach to learning essential structural anatomy,

comparing the connective tissue system to a railway networkâ€¢ video material on the

accompanying DVD ROM to visually present the anatomy as described in the book.Full colour

throughoutâ€¢ New design and layoutâ€¢ 140 New full colour figures including dissection

photographs and client photosâ€¢ DVD ROM in back of bookâ€¢ A new appendices on â€˜Structural

integration' and 'Myofascial meridians and oriental medicine'â€¢ New posters to be published

simultaneously.
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I not only read this book, but I also did the 3-day training with Tom Myers himself. I actually

experienced something down my superficial back line that weekend, which is the first line he

discusses. It took a few days, but I've resolved it via some rolling and self-massage of the plantar

fascia, calf and low back (all part of the SBL--Superficial Back Line), as well as getting myself a

much-needed new and firm mattress on the Saturday of the course. It was interesting to have an

experience of things being discussed. He's a great teacher with much experience and he conveys

his work very well, just as he does in the book.The book is very well-thought out, illustrated,

organized, and written. The images are great and provide a real sense of what he's discussing.

There are images of cadaver dissections, primal pictures images, rendering of the Anatomy Trains.

The book is full color and the chapters are color coded making it a bit easier to get through.The first

chapter is rather dense at 60 pages, but the discussion of cellular biology really helps in giving some

good background of this connective tissue matrix or extracellular matrix (ECM in Gray's Anatomy)

that the Anatomy Trains is based upon. It's a good foundational chapter before getting into the

myofascial meridians themselves.Also covered in that first chapter is Buckminster Fuller's tensegrity

(tension and compression) model. It is successfully mapped onto the human body and described in

detail while juxtaposed to the classical Newtonian model of mechanical physics and the isolated

muscle system we were all taught. I find the tensegrity model of the body to be nothing short of

brilliant!
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